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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The current paper examines the latest financial crisis and its economic effect on the U.S. and the 
Euro-zone nations (especially on Greece). The Fed’s and the ECB’s monetary policies must be 
used to mitigate the recessions and to improve the economic growth and employment. The 
current target rates (monetary policy) are closed to zero since December 2008 with a new 
experimental policy (“quantitative easing”) for the Fed and since 2014 for the ECB, to stimulate 
aggregate demand (investment, consumption, growth, and employment), but nothing of these 
objectives has been satisfied. This zero interest rate policy has reduced the deposit rate to zero 
and has affected negatively savings. It has eliminated the incentive to save and has made savings 
almost negative (dissaving or borrowing) and has contributed to this slow growth of output and 
persistent unemployment.  

These policies and the high taxes, low wages, salaries, and pensions by the Troika have 
increased the debt of individuals and the low taxes on businesses, the tax evasions, and tax 
avoidance have magnified the budget deficits and the national debts. The deposits rates have to 
cover at least the official inflation rates and an interest rate ceiling on loans must protect the 
borrowers (individuals and nations) from the high loans rates, especially the credit cards 
outrageous usurious rates. Governments have to increase corporate taxes and reduce the national 
debt (after the end of the recession) by lowering government expenditures by curbing 
inefficiencies and corruption; but without decreasing public investment (infrastructures) and 
social programs. 

The public policies must be mixed policies (fiscal and monetary) to improve growth and 
employment first and then to reduce inflation and interest rates. But, these policies in Europe are 
controlled by the suspicious EU and its anti-social institutions. The current one-sided monetary 
policy and the tax system need to be changed and to become optimal, which are necessary to 
improve social welfare, fairness, equity, justice, equality, and to benefit the neglected middle 
class (the 90% of the population) in our society. The middle class cannot work only to pay taxes 
(especially, the unethical property taxes = rent on your private home)1 and interest on its debt 
(redistribution of its wealth to government and banks), due to low disposable income, negative 
savings, high unemployment, and unfavorable monetary and fiscal policies. The countries need 
to correct their structural problems; but the common Euro-zone policy is a big failure, it does not 
work for all these different member-nations. Countries have to go back to their national policies, 
national currencies, their national democratic and social systems, and to their independence (to 
regain their sovereignty).  
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Capitalism and communism have many common points (the one is the other side of the same coin); both have been 
created by the same people and both are against private (home) ownership. Also, these two systems are against the 
Greek-orthodox value system. For this reason, both systems are renounced.  
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II. INABILITY OF THE CENTRAL BANKS TO SATISFY THE SOCIAL WELFARE 
 
In August 2007, a major financial crisis started from the U.S. and spread very fast to European 
and Asian financial markets. By September 2008, this had become a global credit crisis2 and a 
year later (Fall of 2009) had winded to a global (systemic) economic crisis with the burdens of 
the Euro-zone common currency, common public policy, and sovereign debt crises. The 
scapegoat for the Euro-zone became Greece that was in Western Europeans’ plan for her 
subjugation since the Great Schism (1054). The seeds of this second economic crisis had been 
sown with the deregulation of the commercial and investment banking sectors in the 1980s and 
1990s and with their new “innovations”.3 Then, the enormous liquidity, the European subsidies 
and loans, the high debts, the financial and real estate bubbles, the bank lending and the 
securitization practices, created a mountain of risky debts that could not be serviced, when the 
value of these assets (real and financial) collapsed. These are the results of any exaggeration in 
our societies and this is the reason that we have governments, regulatory authorities, and central 
banks to prevent these catastrophic outcomes4 that affect negatively and disrupt the lives of the 
                                                 
2 These were the first negative results of this planned anti-social and anti-national idea of globalization (the 
destruction of the sovereign nation and its indigenous value system).   
3 The corruption in banking became “scientific” and “innovative” and went out of control. Six banks (Citi, J.P. 
Morgan, UBS, RBS, HSBC, and Bank of America) agreed to pay a total of $4.3 billion to resolve allegations they 
tried to game the foreign exchange market. See, The Wall Street Journal, November 13, 2014, pp. A1 and C1. 
Unfortunately for the U.S., its legal system is also illegal (corrupted). A court overturned two insider-trading 
convictions and ruled it isn’t always illegal to trade stocks using inside information, a blow to the Justice 
Department. See, The Wall Street Journal, December 11, 2014, pp. A1 and A6. Also, Deutsche Bank’s corruption 
and fraud are everyday in the News. See, http://blogs.wsj.com/riskandcompliance/2015/02/20/corruption-currents-
south-africa-fines-deutsche-bank/  

4 But, the same people that were working for the Fed or government and have all these insiders’ information and 
hopefully, they could work as banks’ regulators, are hiring by the Wall Street firms (i.e., Goldman Sachs), so they 
cannot contribute to the nation’s welfare; they satisfy the needs and interest of their private firms. See, Jessica 
Silver-Greenberg, Ben Protess, and Peter Eavis, “Rising Scrutiny As Banks Hire From the Fed”, The New York 
Times, November 20, 2014, pp. A1 and B8.  See also, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-11-21/dudley-
defends-new-york-fed-supervision-in-heated-senate-hearing.html. Mario Draghi (the governor of the ECB) was 
working for Goldman Sachs, too. Also, Draghi is a member of the Group of Thirty founded by the Rockefeller 
Foundation. The Group of Thirty is a private group of lobbyists in the finance sector. For this reason he is accused of 
having a conflict of interest as president of the ECB. Beginning in 2013 Draghi was criticized in the context of the 
scandals rising around the bank Monte dei Paschi di Siena (MPS). It became evident that while Draghi was 
Governor of the Italian central bank, the MPS was making very risky deals. Under his leadership the Italian central 
bank provided to the stumbling MPS a loan secured with bonds of €2 billion in October 2011. As a result of this 
secret salvage of the MPS, junk bonds ended up in the ownership of the Italian central bank. In return, the MPS 
received government bonds and now the Italian tax payers are paying for the debts plus interest. In this way, Draghi 
created the foundations for a system of European shadow banks under the leadership of the national central banks. 
This system was created with the purpose of protecting private banks and their owners from economic collapse and 
nationalization. The timing is problematic for Draghi, since the ECB is on its way to becoming the European 
Financial Supervisory Authority – as was done in Italy. In case the Italian model turns out to be wrong, this would 
also affect negotiations around the European Financial Supervisory Authority in 2013. On April 15, 2015, during the 
monthly press conference, Draghi was heckled by a female protester, Josephine Witt, live on television, calling the 
Central European Bank a “dictatorship”. Her protest was in opposition to the bank’s policies, which she describes as 
“European neo-liberalism” and economic inequality. Speaking after her release, Witt said, “The gap between the 
rich and the poor is bigger here than it’s ever been before”. She also mentioned the pressure that ECB imposes on 
the Greek government to follow the Troika’s rules. 
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citizens of the nations. This behavior was anti-Greek and anti-Orthodox and we pay for its cost 
because we abandoned our faith and our values that we had as a nation for thousands of years. 
The “western values” or “market values” are man-made philosophies and have no real value 
(they have not been revealed by God to us); they are tricks of redistributions of wealth among 
naïve (hard-working) people and smart (corrupted-usurers) yappies.    

The U.S. Fed keeps the interest rate closed to zero lower bound ( ) since 
December 2008 and on September 13, 2012 in a statement, it said, “exceptionally low levels for 
the federal funds rate are likely to be warranted at least through mid-2015”. The Federal Reserve 
holds trillion of dollars’ worth of government and mortgage-backed securities to keep the interest 
rate low. The monetary base from $877 billion (August 2008) reached $4,531 billion (April 
2015).5 The U.S. and the Greek Treasury pay interest to the Fed and the ECB on their securities 
held by the central banks and these banks are receiving the proceeds of printing money 
(seigniorage),6 too. Greece is eligible to receive €1.9 billion in profit the ECB made by buying 
Greek bonds since 2010, but the ECB is withholding this amount.7 This specific inflation target 
policy, the payment of interest on reserves, the use of forward guidance, and the quantitative 
easing (QE)8 have changed the dual mandate (inflation and unemployment) that comes from the 
U.S. Congress. This is obvious that the public policy is determined by the Fed and not by the 
Treasury (the government) and the results prove that it is not very effective.9 The ECB kept a 
high interest rate until the end of 2013 and the member-nations suffer from lack of liquidity 
(especially, Greece, for which liquidity has been used by the ECB as a “weapon” to force the 
government to follow the Troika’s orders) in the middle of a deep recession. 
 Further, interest charges are like a strongly “regressive tax” that the poor (individual or 
nation) pays to the rich (banks and usurers). The poorer pays higher “tax rates” (high risk 
premium) because of his higher credit risk. The risk premium in the U.S. on credit cards is up to 
the unfair and unethical rate of 40%. Thus, there is a redistribution of wealth from the poor 
(Main Street) to banks (Wall Street). Governments have to intervene and put a cup on loans’ 
interest rate (i.e., 5% above the prime rate) and a floor on the deposit rate (i.e., 1% above the 

                                                 
5 With April 16, 2015, there were $2.460 trillion of government securities, $1.734 trillion mortgage-backed 
securities, and other assets of $0.337 trillion; total: $4.531 trillion.  There was a growth of 416.65% in seven years or 
59.52% per annum. Something seems very wrong, here. This quantitative easing policy does not work; the economic 
growth is very low and unemployment very high. The U.S. has just flooded the world with dollars, which has made 
angry the other nations. See, http://nypost.com/2014/10/12/obamas-4-trillion-gift-to-the-rich/  

6 Seigniorage is the difference between the value of money and the cost to produce and distribute it. The term can be 
applied in the following ways: (1) Seigniorage derived from specie (metal coins) is like a tax, added to the total price 
of a coin (metal content and production costs), that a customer of the mint had to pay to the mint, and that was sent 
to the sovereign of the political area.  (2) Seigniorage derived from bank notes is more indirect, being the difference 
between interest earned on securities acquired in exchange for bank notes and the costs of producing and distributing 
those notes.   

7 See, http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/22/us-eurozone-greece-timeline-idUSKBN0ND20T20150422  
8 Even Fed’s chairman, Benjamin Bernanke, said, “…the problem with QE is it works in practice, but it doesn’t 
work in theory”. See, Williamson (2014, p. 118). Unfortunately, it does not work in practice, too; the economy 
cannot recover since 2009 and the unemployment is very high. 
9 Central bankers gathering in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, U.S.A., confront a global economy that has again 
disappointed, leaving them reluctant in some places and unable to turn off spigots of easy money employed since 
2008 to boost growth. (The Wall Street Journal, August 22, 2014, pp. A1 and A2). 
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inflation rate) and of course, to regulate the greediness of the market and financial institutions.10 
Greece has to find her independence (exit the Euro-zone) first and then, to regulate her markets 
and institutions. 

The U.S. economy had long been characterized by international imbalances in its 
current11 and capital accounts and enormous public and private debts12 that have to be financed 
heavily by foreign capital and by money printing (Fed’s reserves). The quantitative easing of the 
Fed and the economic war against Greece are some events that we see for the first time in 
Economic History. At the same time the U.S. lost its agriculture and manufacturing and became 
a pure service economy that is very vulnerable to business cycles and has caused enormous 
unemployment,13 reduction in income, and destruction of the small cities, towns, and country 
side of the nation. Some economists believe that this ruin of the domestic main sectors of the 
economy (agricultural and industrial) is normal and they call this detrimental process as 
“structural transformation”.14 The ECB did not increase the monetary base and this tight money 
policy has contributed to the deep recessions. It was €899.514 billion (September 2008) and 
became €1,292.102 billion (January 2015).15 But, its worst behavior is towards Greece. The 
ceiling on the amount of T-bills Greece’s systemic banks could hold was capped at €9 billion 
($9.9 billion) instead of the “normal” €15 billion, leaving the lenders unable to refinance an 
additional €6 billion in short-term government debt.16 

Large current account surpluses earned by Japan in the 1980s and by China in the 1990s 
and 2000s were recycled to the U.S. in the form of purchasing of U.S. government17 and private 
sector securities (debt instruments). It allows the U.S. to continue to run its twin deficits (current 
account and budget deficit or national debt). The low price of Chinese products kept inflation 
low,18 but unemployment high,19 in the U.S.; and because of this low inflation (by construction), 

                                                 
10 J.P. Morgan faced a criminal probe by the U.S. Justice Department over foreign exchange matters, with a bank’s 
potential legal cost of $1.3 billion. (The Wall Street Journal, November 4, 2014, pp. A1 and C3).  
11 The current account deficit was: CA=-$521.7 billion (1014Q4). See,  
http://www.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?ReqID=9&step=1#reqid=9&step=3&isuri=1&903=128  
12 Total debt (public and private) was: $186.061 trillion (2015Q1), which is 1,141.85% of the GDP. Greece’s public 
debt is €320 billion (170% of the GDP). See, http://jubileedebt.org.uk/reports-briefings/briefing/six-key-points-
greek-debt-weeks-election  
13 “Tackling the Real Unemployment Rate: 12.6%”. See,  
http://www.forbes.com/sites/louisefron/2014/08/20/tackling-the-real-unemployment-rate-12-6/ . Also, other sources 
give an unemployment for the U.S. of 23% in October 2014 and in January 2015, it was 23.2%. See, 
http://www.shadowstats.com/alternate_data/unemployment-charts . The unemployment in Greece is 25.70% and the 
youth unemployment 50.10% in January 2015. See, http://www.tradingeconomics.com/greece/youth-
unemployment-rate  
14 See, Sposi and Grossman (2014). 
15 A growth of 43.64% in 6.5 years (6.71% p.a.).  This monetary policy is completely unacceptable in the middle of 
a depression in EMU. See, http://sdw.ecb.europa.eu/quickview.do?SERIES_KEY=123.ILM.M.U2.C.LT01.Z5.EUR  
16 See, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-28/ecb-dominates-greece-saga-as-dijsselbloem-rejects-
tsipras-charge . The ECB lifted the cap on Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) to Greek banks by €1.4 billion. 
See, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-29/greek-banks-get-more-funds-as-ecb-weighs-tougher-
collateral-rule  
17 Japanese investors were holding $1.2244 trillion and Chinese $1.2237 trillion of U.S. Treasury debt at the end of 
February 2015, See, The Wall Street Journal, April 16, 2015, pp. A1 and A6. 
18 The U.S. has changed the calculation of CPI twice, first in 1980 and then, in 1990. Methodological shifts in 
government reporting have depressed reported inflation. For example, the SGS reports an inflation for July 2014 of 
10%. See, http://www.shadowstats.com/alternate_data/inflation-charts. Lately, with the fall in prices of oil 
($44.45/barrel on January 28, 2015), the Fed started worrying about deflation. There is no need to worry except to 
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a reduced inflation premium, an unexpected low risk (low risk premium), and a quantitative 
easing by the Fed,20 the U.S. interest rate remained low (it was kept low to improve the financial 
market). With this low cost of capital, consumers were encouraged to finance their consumption 
and investment by increasing their indebtedness. It also caused many bubbles in all the assets 
(financial and real). When these bubbles burst, the losses were enormous, following by 
recessions and high unemployment in the U.S. and in 2007 a global financial crisis began and 
destroyed the Euro-zone economies because of their enormous debts and other socio-political 
problems that European governments did not prevent them, due to their corruption, common 
currency, and direct control from … the “forerunners”, let us call them, “Brussels”.21 Thus, the 
central banks satisfy only the interest of the financial markets and cannot improve the social 
welfare. 
 
III. MONETARY POLICY INEFFECTIVENESS 

 
By using the Sack-Wieland (SWR) and the Taylor rule (TR), we determined the target rate 
during the periods 1982-2014 and 1970-2014 for the U.S. and 2008-2014 for the Euro-zone. The 
results show that most of the times the Fed’s and the ECB’s target interest rates are above the 
recommended rate, which is very helpful for the financial market, but not for the other sectors of 
the economy. In 1979 and lately, after 2009, the Fed’s rate is below the recommended by 
Taylor’s rule, with its objective to improve the economy that was in a recession and to reduce the 
double digit unemployment rate; but unfortunately, it has been proved to be ineffective and it has 
created a new bubble in the financial market,22 a devaluation of the dollar, inflation in the 
economy, negative real return to savers (redistribution of wealth from individuals to banks and 
speculators), and encouragement of outsourcing (“internal devaluation” to make wages and 
salaries and the level of economic welfare the same as in developing countries, due to 
globalization). The ECB’s high interest rate and low liquidity has destroyed the Euro-zone 
economies. The economy needs a mixed public policy, fiscal (without austerities) and monetary 
to recover from this latest unique global (systemic) financial crisis and the Euro-debt crises and a 
necessary protection for the domestic industries from the foreign rivals.     

                                                                                                                                                             
change the measurement of inflation by going back to the true 1980 calculation of CPI. On April 29, 2015, the price 
of oil was $59.16/barrel. (Bloomberg.com). 
19 According to SGS, the unemployment rate in the U.S. with August 2014 was 23.2%. See, 
http://www.shadowstats.com/  
20 See, Kallianiotis (2014a, b, and c). 
21 Germany had caused two military wars in Europe (WW I from July 28, 1914 to November 11, 1918 and WW II 
from September 1, 1939 to August 15, 1945) and a third economic war (from 2009-present). What is wrong with 
European nations that they cannot isolate Germany? Who is behind Germany? What is Germany’s historic role? The 
ECB decided after six years to increase the Euro-zone money supply, which is too late; Euro-zone member-nations 
have serious liquidity problems and their investments have completely destroyed, due to lack of bank financing. On 
January 22, 2015, the ECB launched an aggressive bond-buying program in a plan to “flood” the Euro-zone with 
over €1 trillion in newly created money. But, it is too late for Europeans this introduction of easy money policy by 
Mr. Draghi and at the same time, borrowing nations are kept under specific austerity conditions, otherwise, they 
cannot borrow from the ECB. (The Wall Street Journal, January 23, 2015, pp. A1 and A11). 
22 The DJIA from 6,547.05 (3/9/2009) reached 18,288.63 (3/2/2015). A growth of 11,741.58 points or 179.34%, 
which is 29.89% per annum. This is a huge bubble that will burst soon. And because we have become captive from 
the stock indexes, the real sector of the economy will be affected negatively. Unfortunately, back to a new recession. 
This is the global dictatorship of the markets that the Fed and the ECB are working for them. 
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The unprecedented latest financial crisis, which is still going on; it was not only the result 
of bad lending (sub-prime mortgages) as Bernanke admitted it,23 but the uncontrolled 
(deregulation) complexity and innovative instruments in U.S.A. (derivatives, credit-default 
swaps, hedge funds, toxic assets, short-selling, futures markets, gambling, etc.),24 and the 
oppressive EMU in Europe, which have increased instability to these greedy markets and poor 
citizens. Actually, one party transfers the risk to the other (redistribution of risk) if certain events 
happen and if the expectations of this party will be proved correct, its profits will soar (zero-sum 
games and not instruments to manage risk).25  The self-interest and the complicated bets for 
maximizing personal returns, without knowing the financial position of the others and the 
oppressive rules of the EU towards its members, led these markets to servitude by the “dark 
powers”. Even, “Bernanke won a prize for the best undergraduate economics thesis for a paper 
demonstrating how deregulating natural gas prices could be good for the economy.” (sic).26 This 
uncontrolled (deregulated) free-market philosophy and practice (extreme liberalism) will cause 
unwelcome pain for many years to come even after the recovery because it will lead us very soon 
to the 2nd depression of the 21st century.           

Our privately owned and ineffective central banks,27 principally the Fed and the ECB, do 
want low interest rate, but they like inflation; they want only this inflation to be orderly rather 
than disorderly. They want the inflation to come in small doses so that it goes unnoticed by us 
because the inflation is actually a supply-side (cost-push) inflation. Gold is highly volatile,28 and 
when it spikes up sharply, it raises inflationary expectations.29 The Fed and the BIS suppress 
gold prices not to keep them down forever, but rather to keep the increases orderly so that 
                                                 
23 See, Wessel (2009, p. 129). 
24 Stiglitz (2009) says that “even then (when he was chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors during the 
Clinton administration), it was clear that derivatives posed a danger”. Warren Buffett saw derivatives as “financial 
weapons of mass destruction”.   
25 These markets, from investment and capital supplier ones, have become dangerous casinos, which affect not only 
the participants, as the true casinos, but the entire economy. Extremist Neo-liberalism!.. 
26 From Harvard, Bernanke went on to graduate school at MIT with advisor Stanley Fischer, who became Israel’s 
central banker. Fischer became Vice President at the Development Economics and Chief Economist at the World 
Bank. He then became the First Deputy Managing Director of the IMF, from September 1994 until the end of 
August 2001. By the end of 2001 Fischer had joined the influential Washington-based financial advisory body, the 
Group of Thirty. After leaving the IMF, he served as Vice Chairman of Citigroup, President of Citigroup 
International, and Head of the Public Sector Client Group. See also, Wessel (2009, p. 71). Now, he was appointed as 
Vice Chairman at the Fed by President Obama. Benjamin Bernanke joined two hedge funds firms as senior adviser, 
Pimco and Citadel, in two weeks. See, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-29/bernanke-joins-pimco-
second-consulting-job-in-two-weeks. Amazing conflict of interest everywhere!.. 
27 The central banks all over the world have something in common that makes them highly interdependent and 
reduces their domestic independent policies. This is the following. The governors in many central banks around the 
world are coming from MIT and were students of Stanley Fischer. (1) Stanley Fischer (ex-governor Bank of Israel 
and now vice chairman of the Fed), (2) Ben S. Bernanke (ex-governor U.S. Fed), (3) Mario Draghi (governor ECB), 
(4) Mervyn King (governor Bank of England), (5) Lucas Papademos (ex-governor of Bank of Greece, ex-ECB vice 
president, and ex-prime minister of Greece), (6) Athanassios Orphanides (ex-governor Bank of Cyprus), (7) Duwuri 
Subbarao (governor Reserve Bank of India), (8) Jose De Gregorio (Central Bank of Chile), (9) Charles Bean (King’s 
deputy in Bank of England), and (10) Oliver Blanchard (IMF). Under Fisher’s management, in 2010, The Bank of 
Israel was ranked first among central banks for its efficient functioning, according to IMD's World Competitiveness 
Yearbook.  
28 It has lately, a mean price,  and a volatility, . 
29 Their correlation is:  and causality:  and (= 
inflation). 
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consumers and savers do not notice inflation. Inflation of 3% per annum is barely noticed, but if 
it persists for twenty years, it cuts the value of the national debt more than in half. This kind of 
slow, steady inflation is the central banks’ goal,30 but their effectiveness on the real economy is 
very limited.31 During the current recession, their monetary policy was completely ineffective for 
the GDP growth and employment, but according to them, it was deflationary. 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

 
The data and the results from the analysis show that the latest unconventional monetary policies, 
the quantitative easing by the Fed and the confined liquidity by the ECB, cannot improve 
employment at all, but they have a little effect on growth. Their effects are drastic on price levels 
(inflations), but the official (not the true) inflations are very small. (sic). The question is now; do 
we have or not inflation in our economy or is it a creeping inflation that is coming? The 
authorities are worrying about deflation! (sic). The federal funds rate has a very high effect on 
prime rate (loans’ rate) and a smaller one on 1-month CD rate (deposits’ rate), but the effect is 
positive on the price of financial assets. The monetary policy is ineffective. Reduction in taxes 
are reducing unemployment and increase in government spending is increasing real GDP. Fiscal 
policy is effective, but it is not used; Congress has different view32 in the U.S. and Troika has its 
own objective for the Euro-zone member-nations. These policies are completely suspicious as 
pro-markets and anti-humane.    

Finally, savings, investment, domestic production, and trade (exports) rather than 
borrowing, consumption, waste, globalization, sell-offs of SOEs (confiscations of national 
wealth), and imports, are the best paths to growth and employment in the developed world (U.S. 
and EU nations). Innovation, technology, and education are the keys to a robust export sector. 
Protection of the domestic industries and improvement of domestic employment, income, 
political stability, independent national public policies, self-sufficiency, and citizens’ welfare are 
the necessary ultimate national objectives. Countries need to correct their structural problems by 
themselves and gradually and not as the Troika forced these changes overnight according to its 
“objectives”. The disappearing of the middle class will affect negatively the entire socio-
economic structure of the nations and will threaten their existence. The fiscal deficits are 
unsustainable, the structural problems are enormous, and the labor market and the workers 
without any rights. The controlled Euro-zone does not allow even small budget deficits in the 
middle of recessions and requires only high primary surpluses. In 1836, under President Andrew 
Jackson watch, the U.S. national debt went to zero for the first and last time in the nation’s 
history. But, this angered the international bankers (the controllers of the central banks), whose 
primary objective is the maximization of their interest income, which is derived from interest 
payment on debts and high risk premia.33    

                                                 
30 See, Rickards (2004, pp. 278-279). 
31 The U.S. growth of the GDP was only 0.2% for the first quarter of 2015. And when this information was released, 
the dollar depreciated in one day by 3.92% with respect the euro. See, 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-29/economy-in-u-s-stalls-on-slump-in-business-spending-exports  
32 In the U.S., public policies are ineffective and in Euro-zone are catastrophic (anti-growth and have caused 
enormous unemployment). The conclusion is obvious. The western economies have to change their public policies. 
33 There are eight banking families that control the global financial system; like, Bank of America, JP Morgan and 
Chase, Citigroup, Wells Fargo, Deutsche Bank, BNP, Barclays, and Morgan Stanley. See, 
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-the-eight-families/25080 . President Thomas Jefferson 
argued that the Unites States needed a publicly-owned central bank so that European monarchs and aristocrats could 
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not use the printing of money to control the affairs of the nation. By 1861, the U.S. was $100 million in debt and 
President Lincoln snubbed the Euro-bankers, issuing Lincoln Greenbacks to pay Union Army bills. In 1863, the 
national Banking Act reinstated a private U.S. central bank and Chase’s war bonds were issued. Lincoln vowing to 
repeal the act, but before he could act, he was assassinated. President Woodrow Wilson signed the 1913 Federal 
Reserve Act, but a few years later he wrote: “I am a most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. A 
great industrial nation is controlled by its system of credit. Our system of credit is concentrated. The growth of the 
nation, therefore, and all our activities are in the hands of a few men…”. President John Kennedy, before his 
assassination, had authorized the issuance of more than $4 billion in U.S. Notes by his Treasury Department in an 
attempt to circumvent the high interest rate usury of the private Federal Reserve. See, 
http://www.themoneymasters.com/the-money-masters/famous-quotations-on-banking/ and 
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-freemasons-and-the-house-of-rothschild/25179  


